
 

 

 

September 23,  2010 

Beech Bend 

798 Beech Bend Road 

Bowling Green, KY  42101 

 

 

Dear Dallas Jones, 

 

Please be advised we have recently received notice from residents and customers that your 

facility and staff may be considering the practice of banning/barring “colors” and “patch-

wearers” from participation in the National Harley Drags Final and Rally scheduled for 

September 23, 2010 through the 26
th

 of September, 2010. 

 

B.A.D. {Bikers Against Discrimination}, a nationwide biker civil rights advocacy group, 

seeks to end bias and discrimination against the American Biker and motorcyclist 

by investigating reports of incidents which violate the civil and constitutional rights of 

bikers , pursue legal remedies to insure those in the biker culture are treated NOT as 

second class citizens and to educate the public in ways which improve relations and quality 

of understanding the history and lifestyle of the American Biker Culture. 

 

As stated in our recent phone call, we respectfully request your office reconsider any policy 

or practice which may unjustly offend and disturb the civil and constitutional rights of 

those in attendance at Beach Bend. Not doing so may lead to unnecessary public ridicule 

and protest against Beach Bend and its board, as well as, legal action which may cripple 

relations between the American Biker and Beach Bend. 

 

Historically, it has been the practice of motorcycle clubs and independent riders to initiate 

communication with each other prior to their attendance at events as to not cause any 

hardships or difficulties between any clubs members during the events. Their wearing of 

insignias and “colors” is protected under the 1
st
 amendment of the US Constitution and 

helps to communicate their allegiances and brotherhood. As they are a part of a legal and 

established entity (clubs and charters ARE registered with state and local governmental 

agencies), it would be a violation of their human and civil rights to treat motorcyclists and 

bikers unequal to the treatment of all other citizens in attendance – That meaning, if you 

intend to bar “colors” worn by bikers then you MUST ban all wording on teeshirts and 

other clothes worn by ALL customers who attend AND bar the attendance of police 

authority who also wear patches and are known to intimidate MORE the common citizen 

by their presence than the American Biker does! As you can see, such a discriminatory 

policy would place Beach Bend in a very serious legal quandary. 

 

 



 

 

 

Beach Bend has a great history amongst local and state residents/bikers who attend events 

there each year without major incidents that may warrant extreme scrutiny. If the staff 

and board of Beach Bend believe such events which involve bikers may not be conducive to 

the environment of Beach Bend then you should discontinue events rather than create 

discriminatory policies and unequal practices against one group of Americans.   

 

We trust you will reconsider establishing any policy or practice which propagates bias and 

discrimination against the American Biker and commend you with good will for your 

tolerance and acceptance of American citizens who have the same rights as you do. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

Hank McGrath 

Executive Director 

Bikers Against Discrimination 

 

Charles DeCost 

Administrative Director 

Bikers Against Discrimination 

 

Bad.alphabiker.com 
 


